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“No. Do you think any such thing 
Is necessary?"

"I think so. Have you never no
ticed after a cold snap In the fall, 
that there will be little clusters of beea 
from three to twenty, or more, dead 
between the combs outside the main 
cluster?"

"Yes, sometimes. What do you think 
makes this state of a lairs?"

"I reason lt'»e this: On the first 
cold spell the cluster of bees Is obliged 
to contract In order to maintain the 
necessary degree of heat required; and 
In doing so those occupying the outer 
ranges of comb, bel ’g In a sluggish 
state from the Influence of the cold, 
fall to pass up and around the combs, 
quick enough to keep up with the re
ceding cluster, hence are left to perish 
with the cold.”

"Reasoning thus, what do you do?"
"To obviate this loss I have what I 

call ‘winter-passageways' through the 
centre of the combs. You know that. 
In old box-hive times, when bees rare
ly, If ever, died In the winter, they 
used cross-sticks In the centre of the 
hive to give the bees an extra attach
ment for their combs."

“Yes."
“Well, the bees always left holes 

around these sticks, and that gave 
these outside bees a chance to draw 
up with the cluster, through these 
holes, and hence bees wintered better 
In those days. To make a movable- 
hive, something like this old box hlvr 
used to be, I make holes through the 
centre of the combs each fall, so that 
the bees can crawl through, and I have 
had my bees winter better than of 
yore."

"You have got on to the old Idea of 
some 2B years ago, when the makers 
of hives used to put a curled shaving 
on a strip of tin long enough to bring 
the shaving about to the centre of th1 
framj, when the upper end was fas
tened to the under side of the top-bar 
of the frame. But, so far as I know,

few, If any, of our most advanced 
apiarists use those things now."

"Why don't they use them?"
“Because they do not think them of 

any special advantage, nor believe 
that those little clusters of dead bees 
are of any value."

"Of no value? If they are of no 
value, what bees are of value, pray 
tell?"

“Bees that have vitality enough to 
go around the combs with the rest of 
the bees which go."

"Do you mean to say that the rea- 
sor these bees are caught away from 
the main clusters In these little clus
ters of from three to twenty, is be
cause they do not have vitality enough 
to winter over?"

“That Is Just what many of our bee
keepers think."

"What reason have they for think
ing so?"

“I do not know that I have ever ask- 
eel others for their reasons; but my 
reason for so thinking Is that, when 
this old Idea was at Its height, a quar
ter of a century ago. I was Infatuated 
with It, and bored holes In
the side of my hives, fix
ing a little door over the a., me, 
when every fall I would open these 
dcors, as soon as all comb-building I 
was through for the season, and he 
fore the bees formed their cluster fur 
winter, and Insert a square stick with 
a sharp point, and slowly woe a tl.'s 
stick through to the back side of the 
hive, when, after the bees had ('leaned 
It out, I had a hole through every 
ccmb In the hive. Just where 1 wuntei 
It, right In the centre."

“Well, I declare! that was a novel I 
way of doing It. And after this you| 
think such a procedure of no value?

"1 do so think; for when the combi 
clusters of dead bees would he on the 
combs Just the same, and I actually 
feund clusters of them with the beef 
within less than halt an Inch of these 
holes."
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